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What are machine IDs?

2

X.509 certificates, Root keys

SSH keys and certificates

Encryption keys

Code signing certificates

Factory certificate

Operating certificate

Enrolment protocols: CMP. EST, SCEP, ACME
Real-time certificate validation OCSP 



What’s the story?

Quantum is coming

Quantum computers are being 
developed by tech giants and 

nation states. 

That means new risks

These computers will be capable 
of cracking the algorithms we 

rely on today.

We need new algorithms

New quantum-resistant 
algorithms are already here 
and will be standardized by 

2024.

It’s time to prepare

Making the transition to 
PQC will take years – the 

time to plan and prepare is 
now.



https://www.keyfactor.com/post-quantum-cryptography-lab/?utm_medium=website&utm_source=hellobar


1) Identify where, and how, public-key algorithms 

are being used on information systems

2) Mitigate enterprise risk by providing tools, guidelines, and 

practices that can be used by organizations in planning for 

replacement/update of hardware, software, and services that 

use quantum-vulnerable algorithms

3) Develop a risk-based playbook for migration 

involving people, processes, and technology

What 
organizations 
should do to 
prepare



Goverment Recommendations



PQC Current State of Play
September 2023

FIPS 203 ML-KEM (formerly Kyber), FIPS 204 

ML-DSA (formerly Dilithium), and FIPS 205 

SLH-DSA (formerly SPHINCS+) now out in draft 

format.

Round 4 drawing to a close – round between 

BIKE and HQC. Classic McEliece to be 

standardized outside NIST, NIST still deciding 

whether to join in.



PQC Current State of Play
September 2023

Signature round includes a variant of 

SPHINCS+ based on the Ascon Hash/XOF 

algorithm.

IETF drafts already progressing for 

Public/Private key formats.

Signature round has started, 

40 candidates initially,

30 still standing, 7 lattice based.



PQC Current State of Play
September 2023

X.509 now includes the 

“alt” extensions.

IETF drafts also written for additional elements for 

certificates, cryptographic message syntax, 

certification request, management, and migration to 

quantum ready.



Quantum-ready solutions

Automate

Automate migration 

and re-issuance from 

a new post-quantum 

PKI.

Test (today) & Transition (in the future)

Build applications 

with post-quantum 

capable crypto APIs.

Supports all finalist NIST PQC 

algorithms

Create a post-

quantum CA and 

issue PQC 

certificates.

Supports FALCON and Dilithium 

certi ficate issuance

Sign code and 

artifacts with post-

quantum 

certificates.

Supports SPHINCS+ and 

Di l ithium signing

Now with EJBCA 8.0 and SignServer 6.0

Inventory

Get an inventory of 

keys, certificates, and 

algorithms in use 

today.

Supports basic inventory of 

Di l ithium certificates

Quantum-ready solutions

CLM PKI Code Signing CLM



Efharisto poli!
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